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ABSTRACT:
A high temperature, high pressure autoclave was constructed to withstand temperatures and
pressures up to 750ºC and 20Mpa respectively. Superalloys Haynes 230 (H230) and Haynes
625 (H625) were tested in research grade (99.999%) carbon dioxide, and research grade
carbon dioxide doped with 100ppm of oxygen. These tests were conducted at temperatures of
650 and 750ºC at a pressure of 20Mpa. These tests were completed at 200 hour intervals out to
1,000 hours. Samples were analyzed using weight change measurements along with cross
sectional SEM/EDS imaging to understand the effect of oxygen on oxide growth and
development.
INTRODUCTION:
The supercritical carbon dioxide (SC-CO2) Brayton cycle is being considered for next
generation energy systems, including solar, fossil, and nuclear power systems. The Brayton
cycle provides higher efficiencies compared to the Rankine steam cycle as a result of higher
operating temperatures and lower compressive work stemming primarily from the increased
fluid density of SC-CO2. These phenomena allow for smaller component size (e.g., turbomachinery), fewer components, and simpler cycle design; however, materials corrosion has
been identified as one of the most significant gaps in the implementation of SC-CO2 Brayton
cycle [1, 2]. Thus, it is important to understand the materials demands under realistic conditions
throughout the cycle. A custom facility was constructed to test the effects of impurity doped
CO2. This facility is pictured in figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Supercritical CO2 testing facility.
The testing facility consists of two autoclaves capable of simultaneous operation at independent
temperatures. The autoclaves are designed to handle temperatures up to 750ºC at 2900psi.
The temperature are regulated within ±1ºC and the pressure within ±2.5psi. The flow rate of the
system is designed to refresh the CO2 every two hours. The inlet and exit gas is measured
using a trace oxygen analyzer (±1ppm), a mass spectrometer, and a GC (CO/CH4: >50ppb
(±2.5ppb).
Haynes 230 and Haynes 625 were tested in this study under research grade CO2 (99.999%
pure, H2O < 3ppm, N2 < 5ppm, THC < 1ppm, Ar+O2+CO < 1ppm) and 100±15ppm O2 doped
research grade CO2 fluids. The variation in oxygen concentration is due to oxygen solubility
changes as CO2 tank pressure decreased throughout the testing interval. Tests were conducted
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at 650 and 750ºC at 20MPa (2900psi). The compositions of the two alloys are listed in Table 1
below.

C
H230

0.1

Table 1: Composition of alloys Haynes 230 and Haynes 625
Mn Fe
Si
Cu
Ni
Cr
Al
Ti
Co
Mo
0.5

H625 0.02 0.26

1.0

0.3

5

0.25

0.0

Nb

59.93

22.0

0.37 0.01 0.21 1.23

59.63

21.9

0.22 0.29 0.28 8.59 3.51

W
14.1

The goal of this work is to determine the effect that increased oxygen activity has on the
oxidation of Ni-based superalloys. Previous work presented by Meier3 has been conducted on
Fe-Cr alloys exposed to 1-3% oxygen additions at 550-650C. The goal of their work was to
determine if increased oxygen potential could reduce the carbon activity, and therefore reduce
the production of carbides in the base material. This reduction of carburization was observed,
but excess oxygen also significantly increased oxidation rates [3]. The conclusions presented in
the paper are also important to study with Ni-based superalloys to understand how oxygen can
affect the oxidation/carburization rates. Oxidation effects are presented in this document, while
ongoing work is focusing on alloy carburization
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:
Weight change measurements obtained present a time-dependent trend of oxide development.
This technique is used as a preliminary measure due to potential differences in oxide density.
Weight change measurements for H230 and H625 are plotted in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2: Weight change measurements for H230 (left) and H625 (right) after exposure to CO 2 at
650ºC and 750ºC in RG and Doped (100ppm O2) conditions.

Weight change in figure 2 suggests that oxygen has a significant effect on oxidation rates. This
is most evident as temperatures increase from 650 to 750ºC. One concerning feature in the
weight change data is the lack of protective behavior of the oxide formation on samples
exposed to oxygen doped CO2. This is observed in for both H230 and H625 samples at 750C.
Instead of having a parabolic relation, the weight gain continuously increases, or have sudden
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increase at later time exposures. In order to study the oxide further, cross-sectional SEM
images were produced. Cross sections for H230 and H625 exposed to RG CO2 and oxygen
doped CO2 are shown in Figure 3 below.
100ppm O2 750ºC

Haynes 625

Haynes 230

RG 750ºC

Figure 3: Comparison of oxide thicknesses for Haynes 625 and Haynes 230 after 1000 hours in RG
and doped CO2

Figure 3 compares oxide behavior for Haynes 230 and Haynes 625 for an oxygen-doped
environment (100ppm) and a RG environment at 750ºC. It is observed that the oxide thickness
on samples exposed to the oxygen doped system is both much greater and more variable than
on samples exposed to RG CO2. These images also show that Haynes 230 has a smaller oxide
thickness than Haynes 625. Both alloys exposed to oxygen doped CO2 at 750ºC also show void
formation in the bulk material, possibly indicating the Kirkendall Effect which is the diffusion into
the oxide faster than through the sample matrix. Further investigation needs to be completed to
definitively prove this. In order to show the composition of the oxides for different exposures,
both EDS surface mapping and line scans were completed. These are shown in Figures 7
below.
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Figure 4: 2D EDS cross sectional mapping of alloy Haynes 625 after 1000 hours of
exposure to CO2 doped with 100 ppm O2 at 750ºC
Figure 4 shows the EDS mapping of Haynes 625 exposed to doped CO2 at 750ºC for 1000
hours. The oxide that is developed on this sample contains features not observed in past
studies completed at the University of Wisconsin. Of particular note is the concentration of
nickel and iron within the oxide surfaces. These metal oxides were not observed in samples
exposed to pure RG CO2. It is proposed that the increase in partial pressure of oxygen allows
the formation of oxides that were otherwise thermodynamically unfavorable in RG CO2. It is also
theorized that chromium diffusion to the oxide becomes more rate limiting as the oxidation rate
increases as a result of the increased oxygen potential. This is also supported by the
appearance of large chromium depletion zones underneath the oxide. Additionally, increased
concentration of molybdenum and silicon were mapped along grain boundaries, most likely due
to the formation of their respective carbides along said grain boundaries. This is shown in more
detail by the EDS line scans presented in Figure 6.
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Figure 5: 2D EDS cross sectional mapping of alloy Haynes 230 after 1000 hours of
exposure to CO2 doped with 100 ppm O2 at 750ºC
Figure 5 shows EDS surface mapping for Haynes 230 exposed to oxygen doped CO2 at 750ºC.
Figure 5 very closely matches the trends observed in figure 4. The main differences from
Haynes 625 are the lack of molybdenum along the grain boundaries (not shown above) and the
presence of aluminum in the void induced region. This aluminum/alumina layer is not as well
defined for Haynes 625. These are due to compositional differences in the base material, listed
in Table 1. Another characterization of these effects is shown in the EDS line scans in Figure 8
below.
The oxide growth appears to be significantly thicker on the Haynes 625 samples (most obvious
in the oxygen doped case). Ongoing testing has provided some evidence that initial stage
spallation may have occurred in the oxygen doped system, followed by the formation of a stable
oxide. If this occurred, the reduced thickness in the H230 sample could be a result of spallation
of the oxide. Another difference between the two alloys is the presence of large tungsten
carbides present in H230 and molybdenum carbides in the H625 samples. Further investigation
of the carburization of the samples is being studied.
Thickness
[µm]

H230m
RG
750ºC

EDS Linescan

.74

H230
100ppm O2
750ºC

SEM Cross Section

1.25
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100ppm O2
650ºC

.53

H625
100ppm O2
750ºC

2.49

H625
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750ºC
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Figure 6: SEM cross section with corresponding EDS line scans for Haynes 230 and H625
after 1000 hours of exposure in different CO2 conditions.
These line scans shown above in Figure 6 are labeled with red boxes to show chromium
depletion zones, and in some cases (top 2) chromium spikes. These spikes in chromium
indicate the formation of chromium carbides along the grain boundaries. Further
characterization of concentration and depth of carburization is currently being investigated. The
chromium depletion zones are much more pronounced in the samples exposed to oxygendoped CO2. This is a result of the increased corrosion rate due to the high oxygen potential. In
oxygen-doped environments, it is proposed that chromium diffusion becomes rate limiting in the
corrosion process, and therefore leads to the formation of other oxides such as iron and nickel.
The line scans also suggest the presence of carbon in all oxide layers present, along with small
spikes in aluminum for samples exposed to oxygen-doped CO2 at 750ºC.
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Conclusions
Weight change measurements and SEM work were conducted to characterize oxide thickness
and composition for alloys Haynes 230 and Haynes 625 for RG and 100ppm O2 doped CO2 at
temperatures ranging from 650-750ºC. Based on SEM images, samples exposed to oxygen
doped CO2 (100ppm) showed significantly larger oxide thickness, and contained multiple oxides
that were not present in other conditions. As expected, samples exposed to higher temperatures
showed increases in oxide thickness. SEM also showed preferential carburization along grain
boundaries, along with uniform carbon deposits throughout the oxide for samples exposed to all
conditions. As a result of these findings, it is advised oxygen should be limited in the CO2
environment to reduce oxide growth.
Future/Ongoing Work
Current testing is being completed on samples exposed to CO2 containing 7ppm of oxygen.
Preliminary results give evidence towards initial stage spallation of the oxide, followed by a
subsequent re-oxidation. The oxide formed after the spallation creates a more stable oxide layer
similar to what was observed on the samples exposed to 100ppm of oxygen. Further
investigation of the initial stage oxidation in oxygen doped systems needs to be studied in order
to make these conclusions. Substantial work needs to be completed on studying the carbon
concentration throughout the oxide, and ingress into the base material. Future work will be
focused on characterizing this carbon migration.
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